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Bioinspired object motion filters as the basis of
obstacle negotiation in micro aerial systems
Rui Zhou and Huai-Ti Lin
Abstract— All animals and robots that move in the world
must navigate to a goal while clearing obstacles. Using vision to
accomplish such task has several advantages in cost and
payload, which explains the prevalence of biological visual
guidance. However, the computational overhead has been an
obvious concern when increasing number of pixels and frames
that need to be analyzed in real-time for a machine vision
system. The use of motion vision and optic flow has been a
popular bio-inspired solution for this problem. However, many
early-stage motion detection approaches rely on special
hardware (e.g. event-cameras) or extensive computation (e.g.
dense optic flow map). Here we demonstrate a method to
combine an insect vision inspired object motion filter model
with simple visual guidance rules to fly through a cluttered
environment. We have implemented a complete feedback
control loop in a micro racing drone and achieved proximaldistal object separation through only two object motion filters.
We discuss the key constraints and the scalability of this
approach for future development.
Keywords— motion vision, obstacle avoidance, visual
guidance

I. INTRODUCTION
Obstacle avoidance has been an important topic in mobile
robots as one of the fundamental challenges in real-world
operation [1]. The task can be broken down into two

components: obstacle detection and avoidance manoeuvring.
For obstacle detection, the top-down approach consists of
object identification and classification [2]. The agent would
then react based on an interpretation of the identified objects
in the world. The bottom-up approach requires mapping. The
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) processes
solves both obstacle detection and avoidance manoeuvring
problems at the same time [3]. On the other hand, recent deep
learning approaches neither identify the objects nor map the
environment [4][5]. They translate the sensory input directly
into motor commands given sufficient model training.
While all these above approaches can achieve obstacle
avoidance under certain conditions, most of them require high
computational power and/or expensive instrument. These
requirements impose a challenge for small aerial systems with
limited computational power and payload capacity. Is there an
alternative that delivers adequate performance with little
computational/instrumentational cost? Specifically, can we
implement a basic guidance strategy via one low-cost camera
which most small aerial systems have onboard already? While
the majority of research in the field has focused on developing
methods based on more complex systems, such as stereo
camera and camera with sensors, there are a few solutions
based on monocular vision. For example, there is the
appearance-based method on ground vehicle using floor color

Fig. 1: Flowchart of the proposed real-time vision framework. After resampling the raw image, the motion vision processing stage consists of a model of
lamina monopolar cell (LMC) and a model of rectifying transient cell (RTC) in the insect visual system. LMC model performs spatio-temporal filtering to
emulate the early visual processing of insect eyes. Two model RTCs extract foreground and background motion via different spatial kernels and temporal
dynamics. Collectively this bio-inspired motion vision implements object motion filters for obstacle detection. Finally, we pool the signal and take the ratio
of the two model RTCs to construct a proximity map. An independent color-based goal locator produces a general directional signal which is combined with
the proximity map to inform the steering controller. To provide a reference, we substituted the motion vision processing stage with a classic optic flow
algorithm and generated another proximity map.
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as reference [6]; optic flow method for obstacle detection
[7][8]; bioinspired method using LGMD model [9]; machine
learning approach using low cost CNN [10]; SIFT-based
method using the size-ratio factor between frames [11] and
mono-SLAM approaches such as ORB-SLAM [12].
Insect vision has provided numerous inspirations in
efficient visual guidance [13][14]. It operates with milliwatts
of power to achieve complex visual tasks compared to
kilowatts for many modern machine vision systems. The
success can be attributed to three principles: 1) minimal &
efficient sampling; 2) operating on changes; 3) using visual
motion heuristics. To exploit such an architecture, we focus
on the second principle (motion detection) in conjunction with
the third principle (visual motion heuristics). For motion
vision processing, we adapted previous work [15] modelling
the lamina monopolar cells (LMCs) and the rectifying
transient cells (RTCs) in the insect medulla (Fig 1). The LMC
model contains spatio-temporal filters to mimic the contrast
enhancement of insect eyes. The RTC model implements
motion detection with parameters suitable for constructing
motion filters of objects moving in the real-world (i.e. visual
size, speed, and relative motion). This study explores how
such an approach might simplify the visual computation for a
micro unmanned aerial system (UAS) in the context of
obstacle negotiation.

The second part consisted of an infinite impulse response
filter to perform temporal low-pass filtering, which effectively

II. MOTION VISION PROCESSING
A. Initial image pre-processing
In line with the cost argument, we used a standard analog
video stream (640 × 480, 29fps). We down-sampled to an
image size for our application (80 × 60), and converted the
color image into grayscale (Fig 1). Then we implemented the
LMC model by applying a temporal band-pass filter to
denoise pixel changes and spatial high-pass to enhance edges
within the image. This process removed unnecessary
information in the image and further reduced the data volume.
In insect eyes, much of this is done by the optics of the
compound eyes and the processing of the early visual layers
[16][17].
B. Construction of an object motion filter
The Reichart-correlator type Elementary Motion Detector
(EMD) is perhaps the most popular motion vision model [18].
In this model, on- or off- responses from neighbouring pixels
are convolved after some time delay, forming a strong
downstream integrated response. The RTC model is a variant
of EMD which correlates the on-responses to the offresponses at the same pixels via a temporal filter [19]. If a
pixel experiences an on-response followed by an off-response
(or vice-versa) separated by a specific time, we assume
motion at that pixel location. This approach is generic and
yields robust responses to the leading and trailing edges of a
moving object.
To turn a model RTC into an object motion filter, we
employed lateral inhibition to filter the size of the expected
moving objects. These spatial kernels can range in sizes as
well as shapes. In general, we had the best response when the
moving object matches the size and shape of the kernel (Fig
2A-B). This formed the first part of the object motion filter.
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Fig. 2: The effect of spatial kernels and sampling time Ts to the response of
a model RTC. (A) The responses of a model RTC to different object sizes
using different sizes of spatial kernel as illustrated in grayscale. (B) the
responses to different shapes of object using horizontal and vertical spatial
kernels. (C) Four identical objects (from top to bottom) moving at the
velocity of 8°/s, 4°/s, 2°/s and 1°/s respectively. A model RTC using large
(D) and small (E) value of Ts respectively. (F) The ratio between the
responses generated from these 2 model RTCs. (G) The influence of object
contrast (simulated via opacity) on the responses of model RTCs. While the
individual RTCs respond stronger to higher contrast, the response ratio
maintains stable contrast invariance.

with a kernel size of 3 × 1 and the latter one had a 𝑇 of 500ms
with a kernel size of 12 × 4. This effectively screened for small
slow objects and large fast objects respectively. The proximity
map is the ratio between these two RTC outputs:
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

Fig. 3: Size-speed tuning and motion detection. (A) The response to a
moving object with different size and speed using distal (left) and proximal
(middle) model RTCs. The red arrows indicate sizes of spatial kernel used.
The ratio between these 2 RTCs (right) has a specific size-speed tuning that
we can engineer. (B) The transparent masks illustrate the responses to
objects in visual field by 𝑅𝑇𝐶
(left) and 𝑅𝑇𝐶
(middle) during
the drone flight through the obstacle forest. The ratio between these 2
channels provides the velocity profile of the current scene (right). The red
boxes mark areas with high response (i.e. near obstacles); the green box
marks the object in far distance, which does not induce noticeable response
due to low relative velocity.

introduced the time constant needed for the temporal
correlator [16]. In our implementation, this correlation was
achieved by altering the sampling time 𝑇 in the filter
coefficient, which altered the time constant in the transfer
function. As shown in Fig 2C-E, the response of a model RTC
towards fast moving objects increased with increasing 𝑇 , thus
altering the speed sensitivity. For each model RTC, we could
assign a specific spatial kernel and 𝑇 to match moving
objects of interest.
III. SIZE-SPEED TUNING AND OBJECT DETECTION
A. Size-speed tuning
By choosing a specific combination of spatial kernel and
𝑇 in a model RTC, we can design its size-speed tuning. Fig
3A shows the response of a model RTC with selected pairs of
spatial kernel and 𝑇 , induced by moving black objects with
different size (in pixel) and speed (in degree per frame) on a
white background. At small 𝑇 , the RTC shows stronger
response towards both large object and object matched to the
kernel size, but the response decays significantly with the
increase of speed. On the other hand, the peak response in
RTC using a large 𝑇 covers a much larger range of speed but
shows a high sensitivity towards the size of moving object.

𝑅𝑇𝐶
𝑅𝑇𝐶

+𝑒

where e is a very small number to avoid division by zero. The
choice of kernels and 𝑇 were based on the image statistics
from a small 29fps camera moving at ~1.5 m/s. This proximity
map can be tuned for different image resolution and is robust
against contrast variations. We applied a constant threshold to
the proximity map to extract relevant nearby objects,
effectively implementing obstacle (proximal object)
detection.
This comparative approach also solves an issue most
EMDs suffer in application of motion detection:
inhomogeneous contrast across the visual scene which affects
the response in a quadratic way [22]. This issue was explored
using simulated moving object with different opacity levels,
and the result is shown in Fig 2G. The RTC response
increases with increasing object contrast. However, RTCs
with different speed tuning ( 𝑇 ) share a similar trend.
Consequently, when we took the ratio between 2 separate
RTCs, the response maintained relatively constant across
contrast levels (Fig 2G). This provided a good contrast
compensation and reduced the tracking error in the output,
shown in Fig 2F.
IV. MICRO-UAS IMPLEMENTATION
A. Hardware setup
The proof-of-concept experiments were carried out using
a commercial micro racing drone (Mobula 7; 44g flying
weight) (Fig 4C), with a built-in wide angle (120°) camera
and video transmitter. A video receiver and analog-to-digital
converter provides low-latency (27ms) live feed for the
computer. Then our bio-inspired visual guidance model
derived steering commands and controlled the drone via the
trainer port of the radio controller. The entire sensorimotor
feedback loop clocks ~47ms total latency. We implemented
the bio-inspired visual guidance system in Python on a laptop
for convenience (Fig 4B). The actual computation is simple
and can be easily accomplished onboard at a later stage.
B. Flight-control heuristics
For
proof-of-concept,
the
steering
control
implementation modulated only the roll angle of the drone as
lateral steering. The steering command was further
discretized into three fixed level roll signals: left, none and
right. A constant forward pitch signal was applied outside the
control loop to keep the drone moving forward at a steady
speed of ~1.5m/s. The throttle was set to a constant level to
allow the drone to maintain neutral buoyancy. The use of
steady command signal in all controlled channels ensured
simple flight gestures while maintaining roughly constant
speed.
This study focused on obstacle negotiation, thus we
provided a fixed goal for the drone’s general navigation with
a rectangular red goal. We applied an HSV threshold on the

B. Proximal-distal object separation
It is well-known from motion parallax that nearby objects
produce more translational visual motion than distant objects.
Using this principle, one can produce a “nearness map” purely
from visual motion such as optic flow [20][21]. Here, we take
advantage of the size-speed tuning of different model RTCs
to produce a “proximity map”. In essence, we expect the
distant objects to have small features with slow visual motion
while the near-by objects to exhibit larger features with higher
visual motion (Fig 3B). To implement this, the LMC output
was fed into two independent model RTCs, referred to as
𝑅𝑇𝐶
and 𝑅𝑇𝐶
. The first one had a 𝑇 of 1ms
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Fig. 4: Steering controller, Micro UAS hardware, and flight experiment implementation. (A) Control system flowchart after motion vision processing. (B)(C)
Micro UAS hardware implementation with a complete visual close-loop. The drone with dimension 𝑑 × 𝑑 carries three retroreflective markers for kinematics
analyses. (D) The flight arena with reference obstacle layout. The obstacle forest zone is marked in green and the goal location is represented by a red block.
In the reference layout, the latitudinal spacing 𝑎 and longitudinal spacing 𝑏 between pylons are 3 × 𝑑. (E) Example obstacle forest layouts with lattice (left:
𝑎 = 2, 𝑏 = 4; middle: 𝑎 = 4, 𝑏 = 2) and a pseudo-random configuration (right).

colour band-pass filter to recognize the goal. The basic goaldirected behaviour was implemented as a binary control
toward the red goal via lateral steering as described. Example
trajectories in Fig 5A show how the drone converged to the
goal despite different starting locations.
Given the basic goal-directed behaviour, the drone must
weave through an obstacle field using the bio-inspired object
motion filter algorithm proposed. To avoid conflicting
avoidance commands from multiple obstacles, we took the
gap aiming approach after previous work [23]. Based on the
proximity map described above, the drone steered toward the
maximum gap between obstacles in the visual field.
Specifically, we summed up the proximity map along the
horizontal axis into a 1-D array and found potential obstacle
location via a proximity threshold (Fig 4A). This process
transformed the proximity map into a binary array where
ones represented obstacles and zeros represented gaps. Then
we found the position of the centre of the largest gap, or gaps
𝐿 if multiple gaps were the same size. Both the goal position
and gap positions were passed into an evaluation process to
decide the appropriate command. If the gap list was empty,
the steering command would be based on the goal location
𝑋 only. Otherwise, an element-wise subtraction operation
occurred between 𝐿 and 𝑋 , generating a list of difference
values. The preferred direction would be selected as the gap
in the list closest to the goal direction. Based on the selected
gap location, the drone made fixed lateral steering either to
the left or to the right in a discrete control scheme. We did
not attempt to construct any sophisticated flight controller as
this was sufficient for our proof-of-concept evaluation of the
motion vision system.
To provide a benchmark, we substituted the entire motion
vision processing with a standard dense optic flow algorithm
[22] to generate the proximity map. This allowed the

comparison of different motion vision methods while
maintaining the same steering heuristics.
C. Obstacle course
The experiment was carried out in an enclosed
rectangular flight area (2400 × 1200mm), forming a linear
corridor (Fig 4D). Ten pylons were placed in a 1200 ×
1000mm area in the middle of the arena as the obstacle forest.
We had 800mm and 600mm of clear space before and after
the obstacle forest respectively as buffer areas. A motion
capture system (Qualisys M5, Qualisys AB, Sweden) was set
up above the arena to record the drone trajectories at 100fps
for analyses.
D. Drone flight test
The drone was first tested to fly in the empty arena with
the red goal only to validate the effect of visual navigation,
and to collect baseline trajectories (Fig 5A). Two groups of
obstacle forest layout were designed to test our obstacle
negotiation system. To test the effect of obstacle density, we
designed a lattice layout (Fig 4E) which allowed us to vary
the obstacle density in either the lateral or longitudinal axes
of the arena. We used the drone body-size as the unit to vary
the pylon density between 2 and 5 (Fig 4D). The lattice with
3 drone size spacing was our reference layout. To test how
the system copes with un-structured obstacle arrangements,
we derived pseudo-random pylon translations from the
reference layout to make sure the forest density was close to
the reference layout (example in Fig 4E). We subjected the
drone with one random forest 20 times to test the
repeatability (Fig 5D-F) and then 20 different random forests
once each to test the robustness (trajectories not shown). We
only captured valid flight trials as defined by the drone
passing through the obstacle forest instead of around it.
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different random obstacle forests (trajectories not shown)
given no obstacle detection, optic flow method, and object
motion filter method. The success rates were 4/20, 11/20, and
9/20 respectively. The results suggest that our motion vision
steering control implementation improved the obstacle flight
success and the object motion filter method produced similar
performance as the optic flow method.

V. OBSTACLE NEGOCIATION ANALYSIS
A. The effect of obstacle density
To determine the performance of our object motion filter
as an obstacle detection mechanism, all 3D flight trajectories
were collapsed to 2D top-down view for the purpose of this
analysis. The baseline trajectories demonstrated the
underlying navigation toward a distant goal (Fig 5A). Fig 5B
shows the success rate of clearing the lattice forest of
different obstacle densities with and without the proposed
object motion filter based obstacle detection activated. The
result clearly shows a notable improvement of the success
rate with the obstacle detection activated. As the obstacle
spacing increased homogenously from 2 to 5, the success rate
went from 0.1 to 0.85 with the obstacle detection activated
versus 0.2 to 0.5 without. For the reference layout (𝑎 = 𝑏 =
3𝑑), the obstacle detection doubled the success rate from 0.3
to 0.6.

VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

B. Random forest trajectory analysis
We further tested our system using pseudo-random
obstacle layouts. To provide the reference performance, we
overlaid the baseline trajectories in Fig 5A on top of a random
obstacle layouts and quantified the obstacle clearing success
rate. Then we sent the drone through the same random
obstacle forest without obstacle detection given the same
starting point. This estimated how well the drone can miss the
obstacles by chance under only the goal-directed guidance
with varying starting points (Fig 5C), and with the same
starting point (Fig 5D). The success rates were 5/20 and 6/20
respectively. We then flew the drone through the obstacle
forest 20 times with the object motion filter method (Fig 5E)
and with the optical flow method (Fig 5F). The success rates
were both 10/20. Finally, we challenged the drone with 20

In general, the proposed object motion filter steering
controller doubled the success rate in passing the obstacle
field compared to chance. Given the same control heuristics,
it achieved similar performance as a standard optical flow
process (i.e. Farneback) [24], but with less computational
complexity. The Big O notation has been often used to
quantify the scaling of computational complexity given the
input data size n. For the motion vision processing part (Fig
1) where we could substitute an optic flow algorithm, the
object motion filter has O(n) [15] which is the minimum
possible complexity for an image processing algorithm. A
classic sparse optic flow method Lucas-Kanade would
require O(n2 N+ n3) [25][26] and a state-of-the-art target
tracking algorithm Kernelised correlation filter (KCF) would
need O(n3) [27]. Even an efficient dense optic flow algorithm
can easily scale in quadratic rate depending on the kernel
setup [24]. Finally, object motion filter method could be less
susceptible to visual noise as it has built-in selectivity to
moving objects we expect. Comparing the control signal
generated by different methods would be useful if we manage
to normalise the visual inputs from different trajectories.
There are several issues we must consider for future
studies. Firstly, a properly tuned flight controller is needed if
we want to resolve performance details of motion vision. In
the current implementation, the motion vision steering

Fig. 5: Obstacle flight analyses. (A) The drone flew to the red goal given different starting positions in the obstacle-free arena. Most of the time it maintained
tracking of the red goal with a few exceptions. (B) Obstacle flight success rate in lattice layout without (left) and with (right) object motion filter activated.
We recorded 20 valid flight trials per condition (i.e. the drone flew through the obstacle field instead of around it). (C) A pseudo-random obstacle forest
layout (black dots represent obstacles in the work space while grey circles mark the drone half-width margin around each obstacle) superimposed on
trajectories in (A) provided a reference scenario in which the drone flies through the random forest from different starting positions. (D) Trajectories of the
drone flying through the random obstacle forest without obstacle detection implemented, (E) with object motion filter and (F) with optic flow method from
the same starting position.
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control cannot cope with precision steering. Consequently, it
performed worse than chance at high obstacle density, as any
control signal increased the chance of obstacle collision. Not
surprisingly, the easiest obstacle density configuration was
with the lowest latitude density and highest longitudinally
density. Intuitively, this forms a sparsely spaced obstacle
array with very shallow depth, for which precision steering is
not needed. Scrutinizing the unsuccessful obstacle flights
through random forests reveals that the most common
problem was overshooting the control setpoint as determined
by the largest gap. The drone often steered strongly into a gap
and failed to direct its inertia to move toward a gap in the
second layer of obstacles. This was somewhat unavoidable
given a rudimentary flight steering controller with a fixed
pitch offset for forward flight. This can be addressed with
more formal steering controller in the future.
The second issue we should consider is scaling/tuning the
model RTCs. Due to on- and off- channel coupling, the
trailing edge of an object inherently invokes higher responses
as the leading edge has primed the pixels. However, this
effect depends on the visual size and speed of the object. Such
characteristics resulted in a delay in detection and locating of
fast-moving objects. The ratio of two RTCs provides some
compensation to this issue by pushing the response toward
the leading edge closer to the actual object location. Whether
such compensation is sufficient as we speed up the drone
remains to be determined. In addition, we are currently
employing only two model RTCs to generate proximal-distal
object separation. The fixed threshold operation does not
allow adaptive control and thus more continuous
identification of obstacles. Future implementations should
incorporate a small population of model neurons (instead of
two) to cover a wider range of motion conditions. By taking
different combinations of RTCs, we could implement
detections of different motion features in the world.
The last issue is the quantification of performance metrics.
While there are several standard benchmark datasets for
computer vision, there is no such framework for assessing the
perception-action implementation of obstacle negotiation. In
our current experimental setup, the initial path of the
trajectories largely depended on the initial visual position of
the goal, with some influence from the drift of onboard inertia
measurement unit (IMU) for self-stabilization. As a result, no
trails shared the same initial visual motion even when the
drone started from the same position. Is it fair to compare
trajectories with very different sensory inputs? We did notice
that entering the obstacle forest from the same gap and
similar angle generated similar trajectories inside the forest.
Should we compare only these trajectories across different
motion vision algorithms? These are questions we should
address in the future as perception and action are highly
coupled in a mobile system.
In conclusion, our object motion filter vision architecture
with its low computational complexity achieved notable
performance to validate the basic concept. In fact, even in the
perfect world of simulation, the steering heuristics of aiming
for the largest visual gap typically predict 70~80% of the
successful obstacle flights by birds given similar obstacle
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scenarios [23]. The 50~60% success rate we achieved with a
rudimentary steering controller is promising.
There are several obvious directions we should go for
future development. Firstly, having a better state estimation
and flight controller will eliminate some failures simply due
to the loss of control. It should also allow us to fly at a larger
range of speed. Secondly, incorporating self-motion
compensation (e.g. forward model) for the yaw control could
reduce the noise in motion detection in the system. Indeed,
proximity estimation via visual motion works the best when
the self-motion is tightly controlled [28]. Finally, we have so
far used simple colour segmentation for the goal-directed
behaviour in order to focus on the obstacle negotiation task.
Since the RTC model was originally designed for target
tracking applications [15], we should be able to leverage a
population of RTCs to perform both goal-directed behaviour
and obstacle negotiation simultaneously. This would require
integration of all motion information and compare with an
internal model of the body state similar to what insects do for
challenging visual guidance tasks [29].
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